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Abstract—Up to date, there are no seeing publications about 
fast adaptive optimization of image quality (FAO-IQ). 
Resolving the issue of the fast adaptive optimization of image 
quality needs to resolve the problem about an objective image 
quality assessment (IQA) and to establish a criterion on an 
image to be optimized. In this paper, we will propose a method 
to resolve these issues, i.e. 1. introducing a universal method 
about an objective image quality assessment(O-IQA) to 
establish a criterion on an image quality optimization. 2. 
presenting a standardization method of an image to build a 
base level about FAO-IQ. 3. proposing a universally fast 
adaptive optimization method about an image quality. 

Keywords- Universal Image Quality Assessment Funtion(U-
IQAF);  Standardization;  Adaptive;  Optimization;   Zadeh-X 
Transformation;  Gray/Chroma Spectra  

I. INTRODUCTION  

Up to date, there are no seeing publications about a 
universally fast adaptive optimization of image quality [1]. 
Our published methods about image quality optimization are 
not an adaptive methods but a conditional scanning methods 
[1-2], the disturbance transformation methods [3-4] and the 
adaptive optimization method only suitable to scotopic 
vision [5]. The latter reported that the optimal 
transformation parameter of Zadex-X transformation is 
Deltaopt 3.99*AL 0.0162 for non-standardized image. 
Based on the massive experimental investigations, we 
proposed a universal optimization transformation to fast 
realize the image quality optimization in this paper.  
      Concerning image quality assessment (IQA), a known 
IQA method is the structural similarity (SSIM) Index 
between two images [6]. This is a full reference image 
quality assessment (FR-IQA) method. This method has the 
following drawbacks: (1) It is necessary to priori assume 
that the reference image is a standard image. (2) It is a 
decimal value between 0 and 1. That is to say, the method is 
only able to assess the image quality degradation and not 
able to assess the image quality improvement regardless of 
that the assessed image is an improved quality image or a 
degraded quality image. (3) The method can not assess a 
single image quality like human vision. Assessing a single 
image quality is referred to the problem about no reference 
image quality assessment (NR-IQA) [4, 6-8]. Most existing 
NR-IQA approaches are distortion specific and are typically 
limited to one or two specific types of distortions. Universal 
IQA (U-IQA) method that can work for various categories 
of distortions even improvements have hardly been explored 

and the algorithms available are not fully adequate in 
performance [4, 6-8]. Some of existing NR-IQA approaches 
exactly belongs to a method with a reference image, for 
example, an image after the image-self to be assessed is 
certainly processed is considered as a reference image. We 
proposed a universal image quality assessment (U-IQA) 
function (U-IQAF) to be a tool to judge if an image quality 
reaches optimization in this paper.  

To realize an fast adaptive optimization of image quality 
(FAO-IQ) is necessary to have a unified base level to be an 
origin (stating point). This origin just a standardize image. 
For 8 bit image, an image whose gray left value is equal to 0 
and gray right value is equal to 255 is called a standardized 
image. For 24 bit color image, an image whose chromatic 
left value is equal to 0 and chromatic right value is equal to 
255 at each color channel is called a standardized image. The 
Zadeh-X transformation that realizes the image 
standardization is called an image standardization 
transformation (IST). The practice demonstrated that the IST 
has certain performance enhancing image quality. 

II. UNIVERSAL IMAGE QUALITY ASSESSMENT (U-IQA) 

FUNCTION (U-IQAF) 

Based on the studies for the visual parameters 
determining image visual quality, we constructed a 
universal image quality assessment function (U-IQAF) 
denote as CAF (comprehensive image quality assessment 
function) to assess an image quality as follows [1, 3-5, 9]. 

ABWFAHFAPCLAIECAF ∗∗∗=            (1) 

where AIE, APCL, AHF and ABWF are called average 
information entropy and average physical contrast level, 
average hierarchial factor and average bandwidth factor 
respectively(The relative calculations are ignored due to 
limited by the length of this article). The greater the CAF 
value, the better the image visual quality. 

    The U-IQAF method assessing image quality 
originates from human vision and is superior to it. This 
method can assess the difference among the images that can 
not be resolved by human vision [3, 5]. 

III. IMAGE STANDARDIZATION  

A certain distribution of physical quantity is called a 
spectrum of the physical quantity, for example, energy 
spectrum, mass spectrum and so on. The distribution of the 
pixels on gray/chroma is called gray/chroma spectrum. The 
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following formula is called the Zadeh-X transformation [10-
11].  
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A modified Zadeh-X transformation is called IST.  
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where Theta∈[0, 255] and Delta∈[1, ∞] are called the 
transformation parameters. Right and Left are the right 
boundary values and the left boundary value of a 
gray/chroma spectrum of an image, respectively. i=0,1,2 
represents three color components of the red channel, the 
green channel and the blue channel. k was called an 
expansion or a contraction factor, here let k=255. O(i, x, y) 
and Tist (i, x, y) represents chroma value of a pixel point (x,y) 
before and after image standardization transformation(IST) 
at ith channel, respectively. The image through IST 
possesses the full band gray/chroma spectrum. IST 
possesses certain image enhancement function. The 
practices demonstrate that an image with narrow 
gray/chroma spectrum can not be an image with the higher 
visual quality. 

IV. ADAPTIVE OPTIMIZATION MODEL(AOM)  

A. Experimental discoveries 

In the experimental investigation long-term, we got the 
following discoveries.  
1. We discovered that an image with high quality has 

about average luminance of 127.5.  
2. The result of Zadeh-X transformation with 

Delta=2*127.5 is the original image.  
3. We also discovered that the Zadeh-X transformation 

can be used to improve the image quality.  
4. A Zadeh-X transformation with appropriate 

transformation parameter, Delta, could create the 
optimal quality image.  

5. We still discovered that Delta value used to acquire the 
optimal quality image depends closely on the average 
luminance, AL, of an image.  

B. adaptive optimization model(AOM)  

For standardized image, the relationship between Delta 
and AL, that can get an optimal quality image, should 
statistically defer to the following equation.  

)(67385.15838.41 ALThetaAbsDeltaopt −∗+=        (3) 

and 
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The formula (3) with (4) is called an adaptive optimization 
model (AOM) of an image quality for transformation 
parameter, Delta. This ia to say that Delta can adapt to 
image-self visual parameter, AL. It can computed that 
=249.999875, that is approximately equal to 255, when 
AL=127.5. 

V. IMAGE OPTIMIZATION TRANSFORMATION (IOT) 

An image with full band spectrum is called the 
standardized image. The image optimization transformation 
(IOT) is based on image standardization transformation 
(IST). The following modified Zadeh-X transformation [10-
11] is called image optimization transformation (IOT) as 
follows. 
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where i=0,1,2 represents three color components of the red, 

the green and the blue. k was called an expansion or a 

contraction factor, here let k=255. O(i, x, y) and T(i, x, y) 

represents chroma value of a pixel point (x,y) before and 

after transformation at ith channel, respectively. AL is the 

average luminance of an image. An image through IOT 

possesses the optimal image quality. 

VI. RESULTS 

CAF of an original image is denoted as CAFori. CAF of 
an image through optimization transformation is denoted as 
CAFopt. The bigger one in CAFori and CAFopt is denoted as 
CAFmax. The image corresponding to CAFmax is the optimal 
quality image. 

A. Image with too low luminance 

Fig.1 a) is the image with too low luminance to be 
optimized, Fig.1 b) is the standardized image of Fig 1 a). 
The 2nd and 3rd columns in table 1 are the visual parameters 
of the original image and the optimized image in Fig. 1, 
respectively. One can know that CAFori is less than CAFopt, 
therefore CAFmax is CAFopt. So, Fig. 1 b) is the image with 
optimal quality. Human vision can also resolve the quality 
difference between Fig. 1 a) and Fig. 1 b) like machine.  
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a)Original image b)Optimized image 
Figure 1 Optimization of an image with too low luminance 

TABLE I.  IMAGE QUALITY PARAMETERS 

Image AIE APCL APLL AHF ABWF CAF
Fig. 1 a) 3.7515 0.7236 2.2847 0.2630 0.4688 2.7146

Fig. 1 b 3.7310 3.9505 5.6614 0.1016 1.0000 14.7393

Fig. 2 a) 7.6004 2.3953 7.2290 0.8516 1.0000 18.2052

Fig. 2 b) 7.1459 2.4972 7.0751 0.8516 1.0000 17.8447

Fig. 3 a) 7.2658 2.0866 7.1312 0.8672 0.8672 15.1608

Fig. 3 b) 7.0107 2.5817 7.0848 0.6758 1.0000 18.0995

B.  Image with normal luminance 

Fig. 2 a) is an image with normal luminance to be 
optimized. Fig.2 b) is the standardized image of Fig. 1 a). 
The 4th and 5th columns in table 1 are listed the visual 
parameters of the original image and the optimized image of 
Fig.2, respectively. One can know that CAFori is bigger than 
CAFopt, therefore CAFmax is CAFori. So, Fig. 2 a) is the 
image with optimal quality. But human vision can not 
distinguish the quality difference between Fig. 2 a) and Fig. 
2 b). This situation points out that the original image is 
already an optimal quality image. 

 
a)Original image[12] c)Image after optimization transform
Figure 2 Optimization of an image with normal luminance 

C.  Image with too high luminance 

Fig.3 a) is the image with too high luminance to be 
standardized. Fig.3 a) is the optimized image of Fig.3 a). 
The 6th and 7th columns in table 1 are the visual parameters 
of the original image and the optimized image of Fig.3, 
respectively. One can know that CAFori is less than CAFopt, 
therefore CAFmax is CAFopt. So, Fig. 3 b) is the image with 
optimal quality.  

 
a)Original image[13] c)Optimized image 
Figure 3 Optimization of an image with too high luminance 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

A. Universality of the IOT 

Image optimization transformation (IOT) here proposed 
possesses the universality. Regardless of an image with too 
high luminance or an image with too low luminance even an 
image with normal luminance, using the method based on 
formulae of (5) to (7) can always get an optimal quality 
image, statistically, shown as Fig. 1 to Fig. 3. Universally 
fast adaptive optimization method here proposed is simple, 
speedy, so it is suitable to real time video quality 
optimization. 

B. On digital assessment method of image quality 

The digital assessment method of image quality here 
proposed is an objective assessment method. It origins from 
human vision and is superior to human vision because 
human vision is more rough. The image quality difference 
can not be revolved by human vision but by the method here 
proposed such as Fig. 2. So, the digital assessment method of 
image quality, i.e. the formula (1), can help to judge whose 
quality is better. The IQA method here proposed is 
intrinsically NR-IQA method, and can be used to assess a 
single image quality. The Image optimization transformation 
(IOT) here proposed can be considered a disturbance 
transformation [4]. The original image just is an optimized 
image if the disturbed image quality (CAF=17.8447), which 
is assessed by CAF, is worse than the 
original(CAF=18.2052). 
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